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Introduction
Direct sales today is an increasing trend in business. [1] Besides all modern customer care and marketing channels like social networks, SMS and e-mail, call centers and direct sales channel are still thriving especially because of their business intelligence potential that derives from the ability that a person through a call, or even better -sales meeting, can gather valuable information from the client. For efficient executing of this direct sales process, both optimal business process and IT support in the sense of ERP or CRM is a must. When we talk about selling products and services with temporal characteristics like contract renewals or drugs supplies updates on geographically distant locations, some problems occur when trying to optimize the process. In this paper we'll cover those problems and give a solution both in theoretical analysis and through a practical solution. If we consider definition of the ERP system as a system that integrates all parts of organization [2] then we can say that model presented here is a model for the new ERP module. As definition of the data mining process is finding the hidden knowledge in data, than we can say that model presented in this paper derives from a short data mining analysis. [3] Result of the presented system is not a fully automated process execution mechanism, but rather a tool that enables a human operator, e.g. sales manager, informed decision making, so we can classify this module as being a decision support system. Furthermore, if we take definition of Business Intelligence as being an architecture and a collection of integrated operational as well as decision support applications and databases that provide the business community easy access to business data and among other activities includes data mining, forecasting, business analysis, visualization and geospatial analysis [4] , than we can say that this is also a model for the new BI module. We can say that model presented in this paper is in fact solution for solving the problem that result from temporal characteristics of the products or services that are being sold and preparation for later application of traveling salesman problem solutions.
Problem
In direct sales planning process one must deal with a lot of information dispersed through many business variables. Examples are market segmentation, match with existing offers, target groups etc. But variables that are most specific in the sense of planning are geographical location of the customer, number of salesmen on the field and selling potential of the customers. If we introduce new variables here e.g. "maturity" of the sales potential, and if we want to optimize business process regarding to that, things can get really complicated.
Let us consider the following example. If a telecommunication company has hundreds of clients dispersed over dozens of smaller inhabited cities in one bigger mountain region and has one salesman living in the central bigger town at its disposal, question that arises is -how can we plan optimal sales routes for this sales agent if we want to do direct sales of services like contract renewals. Let us suppose that those clients and their contract expiration dates are more or less uniformly distributed over the entire population of the each city or settlement. If we randomly chose one day of the month and make a database query on our existing ERP or CRM system we would get results showing how many customers are in those cities that have their contracts expired and this can be useful information for the salesman route planning for the next working day. But is it good enough and are there any problems with this strategy? If we follow results from a previously described query we will probably send our salesman to visit the city (or combine more cities in a route) that will have the biggest possible sales results for the next day. If we conduct the same process day after, we can get new sales route options, but also results can be similar to a day before. In the case that on the first day we couldn't fulfill salesman day schedule and ensure enough sales meetings in one city, we could find ourselves combining the few cities or settlements in the same or similar routes day after day. It is obvious that this is not economically feasible way to do direct sales on distant locations because of the traveling costs, time and eventually salesman satisfaction.
Traveling salesman problem and similar solutions review
Interest for direct selling does appear to be growing. Financial advisors and investors both are seeing direct selling companies with new eyes, focusing on the efficient business model, rapid growth and generally low ongoing capital investments after the initial surge. [1] But what does a traveling salesman do when has to visit several cities in one day keeping in mind optimization of traveling costs? He has to combine a lot. Given a collection of cities and the cost of travel between each pair of them, the traveling salesman problem, or TSP for short, is to find the cheapest way of visiting all of the cities and returning to the starting point. In the standard version we study, the travel costs are symmetric in the sense that traveling from city X to city Y costs just as much as traveling from Y to X.
[5] But, there are two versions of TSP: symmetric and asymmetric. In the symmetric TSP, the distance between two cities is the same in each opposite direction, forming an undirected graph. This symmetry halves the number of possible solutions. In the asymmetric TSP, paths may not exist in both directions or the distances might be different, forming a directed graph.
Applications of the TSP and its variations are much larger than a simple route planning of a salesman. Those can be found in different area of knowledge like mathematics, computer science, operations research, genetics, engineering and electronics.
Stated problem in its general form has its origins back in '30s of the past century but it became popular in the '80s [6] and since then, a lot of scientific papers, articles and books have been written about it. A lot of people tried to find generally applicable solution of the problem, mostly based on complex mathematic algorithms and focused on just a few variables, like the shortest route and optimization of traveling costs.
There are different variations of TSP [7] Proposed algorithms as a solution for TSP are dealing with just one part of our problemfinding the shortest route. But before applying any of these algorithms we must consider other presented aspect of the problem and that are maturity of the sales potential on a particular geographical area and break-event point in time i.e. finding the moment when sending of the salesman will be most feasible regarding to the expected sales outcomes.
Case study
Motivation for methods and module presented here derives from a real world problem from the Croatian market. In this chapter we'll present analysis performed on the data from one Croatian telecommunication company. Some exact numbers i.e. specific clients count per city are not shown because of data privacy laws and company's regulations, but gross figures are disclosed and just enough to present the point from this research. [8] After data preparation, distribution analysis and data mining analysis conducted we got final results shown on Figure 1 . 
Solution
In this chapter we'll present theoretical aspects of the model but before that we'll give a short overview of the simplified business process of direct sales process itself.
AS-IS direct sales business process
Process presented here is a high-level business process of one real-world company from Croatia.
The whole sales process starts with daily BI automated sub process done by the ERP system. In that sub process some preparation tasks are performed like taking into account salesmen deployment and marketing settings that can be changed on daily basis and thus choosing and ranking the clients that will be called by the call center on that particular day. Next, call centre employees get clients for call in automated fashion. If call is successful i.e. sales meeting is arranged, call centre employee chooses which of the salesmen will visit the client on the next working day or any day in the future that client suggested during the call. After that, salesman writes his report and if sale is successful then back office employee will process the order. Finally, sales manager is evaluating sales reports and deploys salesmen on the areas.
TO-BE business process
If a sales manager would have knowledge in the sense of the sales prediction, i.e. how many meetings will be arranged by the call centre and how many sold units there will be resulting from those meetings, than that could also be of use in planning. And that is the part where statistics comes in. For each city or settlement two coefficients can be calculated. First one tells how many meetings we can expect from the clients that will be called, and second one tells us how many sold units we can expect. Furthermore various different coefficients can be calculated e.g. grouped by a product category, client segmentation etc. but for this general model we'll stop here.
Finding the right moment
As it is presented in introduction, problem in direct sales force deployment that we deal with is not just of geographical and thus combinatorial nature. There is a temporal component that tells us when we can make a specific sales e.g. telecommunication contract renewal opportunity or resupply of some expandable product. Those moments we'll call expire dates. Considering expire dates distribution over the population in the database we've noticed that those are randomly distributed. This is logical because there was no any rule in the process of engaging of those client with a given products and services. By conducting just ad hoc queries day by day we could get information from the database that will tell us how many clients we could call and offer them a sales meeting with the hope that they will accept. If we skip calling the clients from one city for a day, next day we'll have more of them available for call.
This accumulation of the sales potential is a key of our presented model and example is given in Figure 2 .
If the city is big enough i.e. can offer the full sales agenda for accompanying salesman on any day, than this is not a problem. But problem arises when we have smaller cities/settlements that do not have enough potential to fill the salesman's agenda on their own and combination of more places into a route is needed. In that case, finding the right moment for a route is crucial. For that, we will use accumulation mentioned earlier. Instead of looking at the daily statistics, we'll give to our sales manager a functionality that will graphically show the potential distribution over the month but instead of showing this distribution as a histogram, we'll draw a line for each city/settlement that will represent potential in cumulative manner. Drawing more lines of this kind on the same screen will enable comparison and choosing which places are feasible to call and eventually visit. This functionality is shown on Figure 2 . Key for this kind of decision will be inclination of the line. If line gets close to its maximum soon, than it is feasible to use this area in the sales process, but if the line reaches its maximum later in month that the right decision will be to wait for potentials to accumulate.
The moment when accumulation reaches the most of its possible potential for a given period we'll call a date of threshold..
Giving the options, enabling the choice
Following the guidelines described above, the first task in creation of this module was of analytical nature. It's obvious that a pure presentation of all places with their respective lines on a single screen will be a real mess. So the first step in using this functionality must be some form of selection of the candidate places and then their comparison on the graph.
For that purpose, we present the set of variables that will enable the sales manager to get the insight of his database from various perspectives and get the full use of the sales potential hidden inside. Variable list with short descriptions is shown in Table 1 . Sorting here is possible by every single variable but also by a combination of more of them. In that way sales manager has flexibility which is of special importance in today ever changing business environment. Example is focusing on specific areas with specific products or services depending on a current marketing campaign. Sales manager can change the number of points by unit for any given sales potential, e.g. mobile broadband Internet potential, and in that way have influence on the results when sorting by the sales potential points.
After the module was finished and results presented to the company management for the first time, some new facts were found out. For example, for the first time management could get insight of all the small places their salesmen had never visited.
Self learning system
Presented system resides on the data that is stored in the system i.e. sales potentials and predictions are calculated based on relevant history information. As the time goes by and the system is being used, those predictions just get more and more precise. Not just this statistics changes its precision but also one more interesting thing happens over time. Let us focus on smaller places that thanks to our module will be visited one or maybe few times in month. If we consider the accumulation lines of specific places and if we recall the numbers that form those lines described earlier and if products and services that are being sold are of periodic nature, as telecommunication contracts are, we'll see that after including the place in the sales process, over time lines will start to behave by some rules i.e. sales potentials there won't be uniformly distributed. Lines that represent bigger places that are evenly visited throughout the month will stay diagonal and smaller places will move throughout the month with steep slopes at some point. Figure 3 . shows this phenomenon. This is exactly what we wanted to achieve. So, over time sales manager has to spend less time on this process of sales planning and direct sales force deployment. 
Conclusion and future work
In this paper, we have presented a new model for direct sales planning and sales force deployment based on the sales potential data. Presented methods are used as a model of the new ERP Business Intelligence module that is being in use on Croatian market. System is specifically suited for selling of the products and services with temporal recurring like telecommunication contracts expirations, financial services contracts renewal or resupplying with various products. In the presented model, we were not dealing with automatic routes calculations. After choosing the right places to include in the sales process for the next working day, manager is responsible to combine the places that are geographically close to each other and in that way to form a route. In the specific case, this was not a problem due to a manager's experience and relatively small number of places and possible routes. Combining the system with geographical maps and automatic routes calculations by utilizing one or more of the existing mathematical TSP solution algorithms can be logical upgrade of the system. Of course, business process modeling of specific business cases by using e.g. BPMN and accompanying simulations of the AS-IS and TO-BE scenarios or real business process performance measurements before and after implementing of the presented model is encouraged and can be topic of the future scientific research in this field.
